To all of our Christian friends around the world, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

I send you these greetings from Jerusalem. I'm standing in the courtyard of this magnificent International Christian Embassy. I'm so proud of our relations with our Christian brothers and sisters. I wonder for many of you if you remember the experience you had when you first visited Israel, when you saw the Church of the Holy Sepulchre or the Via Dolorosa or the Sea of Galilee or Nazareth. I'm sure it moved you deeply.

And it moves us deeply to have this bond with you because we all know that this land of Israel is the land of our common heritage. It changed the story of humanity, it changed civilization. What a magnificent heritage it is. Yet, we also know that it is under attack these days, that the forces of intolerance, of barbarism that attack all religions attack Christians with particular vehemence. We stand with you and I'm proud of the fact that in Israel, this is the one place in the Middle East that the Christian community not only survives but thrives and it's no accident. It's because of our commitment to religious freedom; it's because of our embrace of our heritage; it's because of our embrace of our common future.

Let me translate it for you:

"Happy Christmas to all Goyim in the world. Never forget we invented Christmas and we destroyed your Pagan Heritage. It's a hoax based on Yule, and even the Christmas tree that we hate is an actual Pagan Creation, but you dumbsters consider that it's because we hate Rabbi Christ. Not so, but we keep the play pretend to invite more people into our dying hoax.

I send you all these greetings from the bandit state of Jerusalem, built on the blood of dead Gentiles deceived by Islam. I'm standing in the courtyard of the magnificent International Christian Embassy. We built this for the Goyim who have fell to our socket program of Christianity. I am proud that we have cucked half the West with the dying lie of Christianity. We have had a lot of money and billions of Shekels of yearly income by creating false sites, falsifying history, and lying to you that your Pagan heritage somehow is jews. When you saw the churches in which we generate energy for the Pissrael thoughtform, when you went there and you were scammed as tourists, we invited the Shekels and grovelled over them. We have really marketed this hoax. Did you remember to deposit some money this year for the 6 trillions that died in the holohoax? The sea of Galilee is another part of our toy story, so is the jew, Rabbi Yehoshua or Jesus of Nazareth. Of course you can make
him White if it fits you. Try to bend the bible as much as possible in order to fit your comfort zone and what we taught you at sunday skrewl!

We are really bonded in a master and slave relationship you and us. We are the masters, you are to be one of our 2800 cattle. Here in this land was created a hoax based on stolen legend that destroyed the Pagan history of Humanity by conquest, death and murder. How was this possible you may ask? Because of you, Christian sheep! We rallied you to kill your own leaders, Gods and destroy your own shrines. We could have never achieved this without you! What a magnificent heritage to have killed your ancestors and insist still on being a stupid Goyim! The forces of intolerance and real National Socialism, and people like Satanists are trying to wake you up, but worry not, our Rabbis rally the infected christian cucks, and they try to control this. Of course Christanity is dying on the deathbed as hoaxes cannot survive forever, but we are doing everything we can. In Israel we are doing everything we can to keep the lie going! Please donate more shekels and shill more and more in regards to us. Remember, your history is that of the Goyim! It's what we told you!

If you are a good goyim, you may actually be called a Jew, Hebrew or Israeliite! Compete until the end of time Goyim! It's because of our commitment to upholding hoaxes with billions of your stolen and scammed dollars that we are still afloat and have other states as our puppets, while your people are treated as cattle! Don't forget we have spiritual freedom for anything except the Spiritual Satanism thing that is on the rise! That's intolerable and racist! Pisslam, Judaism and Cucktianity, trio forever! Happy Cuckmas and don't forget to bow to Rabbi Yehoshua daily."

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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